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Abstract: The periocular region is collected with the iris and may be used as a substitute once the iris is clearly obscured.
The periocular region are often seen as a sub-region of the face. Therefore, one may expect common facial feature
extraction algorithms to supply discriminative feature sets from the per ocular region as they are doing from the face.
However, the degree of discrimination of per ocular options remains to be seen. They conjointly counsel that the per
ocular region may well be nearly as discriminative because the entire face. Sadly, the experiments performed in those
works were rudimentary. The common biometric authentication information and customary facial feature extraction
algorithms as they're enforced in an exceedingly per ocular-based biometric system. The face and periocular region the
foremost discriminative options area unit extracted, and assess the strength of the periocular region with relevance the
environment-influenced considerations a periocular-based biometric system can seemingly encounter.
Keywords: Peirocular, Feature extraction, discrimination, conjointly, authentication, Grand Challenge, victimization
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------influenced concerns can seemingly seem insure subjectI INTRODUCTION
influenced non-ideal information. If a subject matter is
hough a per ocular primarily based biometric experiment
actively attempting to avoid biometric recognition by
are often shown to possess similar performance to a faceconcealing their face or deed from the camera then the
based biometric experiment, there's still reason to explore
environment-influenced considerations of blur and
why this may be the case. An in depth checks out the options
inconsistent image resolution can seemingly be gift.
themselves and also the patterns they turn out within the face
and per ocular region got to be performed. The standard of
information plays associate degree potent role within the
performance of biometric recognition systems. Early analysis
of in style modalities, cherish the face and iris, use top quality
information in affected environments .As expected,
techniques tested below these constraints yield higher
Figure 1: An example recording session from FRGC [21].
performance than once victimization quality information.
Situations exist wherever top quality information
II DATA
are often no heritable dependably in real-world applications;
Two completely different datasets were elite to be
however, several others exist wherever reliable information
used during this chapter: The biometric authentication Grand
assortment isn't potential. Reacquiring biometric information
Challenge (FRGC) info and also the biometric authentication
once the primary acquisition yields poor quality information
Technology (FERET) info. The FRGC info [21] consists of
isn't forever potential, thus analysis is required to form non
high resolution color pictures of an oversized variety of
ideal information helpful. Non-ideal information are often
subjects largely between ages eighteen and twenty two,
characterized by subject-influence or environment-influence.
collected over a 2 year amount from multiple recording
However, subject influenced considerations aren't freelance
sessions involving controlled and uncontrolled lighting
of environment-influenced considerations; environmentconditions, associate degree with an expression and while
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not. A recording session is that the set of all pictures of a
subject matter taken every time the subject’s biometric
information is collected.
A typical FRGC recording session consists of 4
frontal faces, controlled lighting still pictures, 2 frontal faces,
uncontrolled lighting still pictures, and one three-dimensional
image. Figure 2.1 shows a group of controlled lighting
pictures for one recording session. The controlled lighting
pictures were taken in an exceedingly studio setting (two or 3
studio lights) and with 2 facial expressions (smiling and
neutral). In controlled conditions, the space between the topic
and also the camera is around identical. The still pictures
were soft on a four Megapixel Canon Power Shot G2 and
have a constituent resolution of either 1704×2272 or
1200×1600 pixels.
The pictures area unit holds on in JPEG format with
storage sizes starting from one.2 Mbytes to three.1 Mbytes.
FRGC Experiment one is associate degree experimental
protocol and information set that's wide won’t to compare
completely different biometric recognition ways. FRGC
Experiment one could be a set of sixteen, 029 still, high
resolution, and frontal face pictures taken below controlled
lighting conditions. It had been chosen for this work as a
result of {the massive the massive the big} face pictures can
cause comparatively large per ocular region pictures. FRGC
Experiment one measures performance on the

Figure 2: Demographics of FRGC validation partition by
(a) race, (b) age, and (c) sex [21].
III METHODOLOGY
The essential biometric experiment temple followed
by all experiments during this chapter consists of the
subsequent steps: information preprocessing, testing/training
partitioning, gallery/probe partitioning, feature extraction,
feature comparison, and computation of performance
statistics.

.
Figure 3: Example images from the FERET database [22]
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Figure 4: The flow of preprocessing steps applied to a face
image to extract its periocular regions
IV DATA PREPROCESSING


Geometric Normalization
The primary step in preprocessing a facial biometric
image is geometric standardization that aligns all of the
pictures within the dataset to identical special coordinates. A
picture of a face are often turned on 3 axes: associate degree
axis from the face to the observer (in-plane rotation), a
vertical axis dissecting the face rotation and a horizontal axis
dissecting the face out-of-plane. The foremost ordinarily used
points to correct in-plane rotation in facial pictures area unit
the attention centers. Thus the placement of the attention
centers should be celebrated to perform correction. Eye
center locations for FRGC and FERET were provided by the
curators of the databases.
 Periocular Region Extraction
The next preprocessing step is to extract per ocular
region pictures from normalized and equalized facial pictures.
This can be accomplished by putting a sq. Bounding box
around every eye, targeted on the post geometric
standardization eye center locations. The length of the edges
of this sq. Bounding box is adequate to the space between the
2 eye center coordinates, conjointly referred to as the lay to
rest ocular distance. In a median face, one bounding box can
cowl the region from the middle of the face to the ear and
from all-time low of the nose to the center of the forehead.
The ensuing per ocular pictures area unit then re-sized to
200×200 pixels to be used within the experiments of this
chapter. 200×200 pixels were chosen as a result of it's the
dimensions of the littlest per ocular region extracted from the
face pictures employed in this chapter.
 Histogram Equalization
The last step is bar graph feat, wherever the
distinction of the image is increased. This step normalizes the
relative illumination levels between pictures by everchanging constituent intensity values. The bins of a bar graph
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of a picture that has been equalized can contain around
identical variety of pixels. This method ensures that pictures
that area unit darker or lighter than a neutral image area unit
altered in order that they seem to possess been taken below
identical lighting conditions.
The additive distribution perform (CDF) of a bar
graph is outlined because the additive add of the values of the
bins of a bar graph. A remodel is made which will turn out a
replacement image specified the CDF of that new image is
around linear. The applying of this remodel to the first image
leads to a picture with associate degree equalized bar graph.
V ATTRIBUTE EXTRACTION
The attribute feature extraction step within the basic
biometric experiment is that the main purpose of distinction
between any 2 completely different experiments during this
thesis. Options area unit extracted from every image within
the dataset and from every partition within the set. Every
feature extraction technique transforms a 2 dimensional
image into a 1dimensional feature vector through its own
distinctive method. The per ocular region is basically a subpart of the face; thus, it ought to be expected that common
facial feature representations would offer a helpful means that
of classifying people victimization the per ocular region.
Categories of facial feature representations embrace native
look, key point-based, and holistic. The experiments during
this chapter can use basic approaches from every category of
feature representations in a shot to produce comparisons
between the power of the categories of feature representations
to supply discriminating options from the per ocular region
alone.
Among the native appearance-based feature
representations area unit Local Binary Patterns (LBP),
Histogram of orientating Gradients (HOG), native part
quantization (LPQ), and Weber native Descriptor (WLD).
Scale Invariant Feature remodel (SIFT) and accelerated
strong options (SURF) were chosen because the key pointbased representations.
 Local Appearance-Based Approaches
Local Appearance-Based Feature Extraction ways
area unit a category of feature extraction techniques that
accumulate statistics at intervals native neighborhoods around
every constituent of a picture. These statistics embrace the
occurrences of sure textures, patterns, and data and area unit
usually hold on in an exceedingly one-dimensional feature
vector. These experiments create use of 4 native appearancebased feature extraction methods: native Binary Patterns, bar
graph of orientating Gradients, native part quantization, and
Weber native Descriptors. There is a unit some variations
within the manner these forms of options area unit employed
in biometric applications, as hostile texture classification.
 Local Binary Patterns
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Local Binary patterns (LBP) could be a texture
classification methodology that was developed by Ojala et al.
[16]. LBP accumulates texture data from a picture into a
feature vector. This can be accomplished by labeling
constituents with a binary variety that's a perform of putting a
threshold on the neighborhood around every pixel. A bar
graph of those values becomes the output feature vector.
Because of the success of lapis a texture classification
methodology, it's been used extensively for each biometric
authentication [1, 31, 23, 4, and 26] and per ocular
recognition [19, 16, 15,3, 29, 28, 18, 10, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 13,
and 25].
 Histogram of Oriented Gradients
Histograph of orientating Gradients (HOG) is a grip
and gradient primarily based feature descriptor originally
developed by Dalai and Trigs to observe humans in pictures.
HOG could be a native appearance-based approach that
counts the occurrences of various gradient orientations in
localized parts of a picture. Despite the fact that HOG was
originally meant for object detection, it's been used for each
facial and per ocular recognition [19, 18, 24, 13, 26, and 5].
HOG could be a easy technique that, with the exception of
object orientation, is invariant to geometric and photometrical
transformation. A changed HOG rule is employed for
extracting options from the per ocular region.
 Local Phase Quantization
Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) could be a
consistency descriptor recently bestowed by Ojansivu et al.
[28]. This methodology quantizes the part data of a separate
Fourier remodel (DFT) in patch-sized neighborhoods of a
picture. The most strength of this native appearance-based
feature extraction methodology is that it's projected to be
strong to image blurring. Though' originally used for texture
classification within the presence of blur, LPQ has conjointly
been used for biometric authentication [2]. Like LBP and
HOG, the ensuing LPQ codes area unit compiled into a bar
graph. The ultimate LPQ code could be a 256 bin bar graph
wherever the quintal DFT part coefficients area unit
accumulated once binary writing
 Weber Local Descriptor
Weber Local Descriptor (WLD) could be a texture
descriptor developed by Chen et al.[8]. It had been impressed
by Weber’s Law, a psychological law that refers to the
perception of amendment in an exceedingly signal. The law
states that the amendment in an exceedingly signal which will
be simply noticeable is proportional to the magnitude of the
first signal.
WLD cares with the magnitude relation between the
intensity price of a constituent and also the relative intensity
variations of the constituent to its neighbors, conjointly
referred to as the differential excitation, and also the gradient
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direction of a constituent. Chen et al. At first used it for
texture classification and face detection.
 Key point-Based Approaches
Key point-Based Approaches area unit the category
of feature extraction techniques that notice interest points at
intervals a picture. These interest points area units usually
maxima or minima of filter responses applied to the image. 2
completely different key point-based approaches area unit
employed in this thesis. These approaches area unit Scale
Invariant Feature remodel (SIFT) and accelerated strong
options (SURF).
 Scale Invariant Feature remodel Lowe
[19], the developer of Scale Invariant Feature
Transform(SIFT),states that SIFT is associate degree
approach for police work and extracting native feature
descriptors that area unit moderately invariant to changes in
illumination, image noise, rotation, scaling and tiny changes
in viewpoint. Interest points generated by the SIFT technique
correspond to native extreme a of distinction of Gaussians
(dog) filters at variable scales. It had been originally
developed to be employed in image matching issues and is
reportable to be invariant to uniform scaling, orientation, and
part invariant to affine distortion and illumination changes.
For every key purpose location, the key purpose descriptor is
outlined as a bar graph of orientations weighted by the
gradient magnitude computed from a neighborhood window
of 8×8 pixels round the key purpose location. SIFT has been
used varied times for biometric authentication [4, 20, 17] and
per ocular recognition [19, 18, 20, 24, 25, 27].
 Accelerated strong options
Originally impressed by SIFT, accelerated strong
Feature (SURF) descriptors are a well-liked key point-based
methodology. It had been developed by Bay et al. And claims
to be quicker and a lot of strong to completely different
transforms of a picture than SIFT. SURF key points area unit
found from maxima within the determinant of the boot matrix
of pictures, a matrix created from the convolution of the
mathematician second order derivatives with the image.
Alongside the key point’s locations, associate degree
orientation is assigned to the purpose and also the descriptor
is predicated on the add of Haar moving ridge responses.
SURF was originally used for beholding and has conjointly
been employed in biometric authentication contexts over the
years [6, 7, and 30].
 Holistic Approaches
Chemist faces is may be the foremost ordinarily
celebrated biometric authentication rule [32]. It uses the
mathematical procedure of principle part analysis to supply a
low-dimensional illustration of a face from a group of higherdimensional coaching pictures. In contrast to the opposite
algorithms, chemist faces could be a holistic approach to
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feature illustration as a result of it considers the full face
promptly.
VI FEATURE COMPARISON AND COMPUTATION
OF PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
The FRGC experimental protocol suggests the
utilization of distance measure to work out the similarity
between 2 feature vectors. 2 completely different feature
vectors with the nearest live of distinction at intervals a group
of vectors area unit same to be the nearest match. In associate
degree identification experiment the feature vector of a look
True
Focus difference range
False matches
matches
0-4.96
592,762
135,590,852
4.97-9.92
156,376
79,650,906
9.93-14.88
36,890
29,765,650
14.89-19.84
9,068
8,333,278
19.85-24.80
2,486
2,087,510
24.81-29.76
734
526,754
29.77-34.72
296
110,328
34.73-39.69
64
15,212
39.70-44.65
0
1,412
44.66-49.61
0
178
image is compared to each feature vector within the gallery
set and also the Top-N results area unit came back. In an
exceedingly verification experiment the feature vector of a
look image is compared to each feature vector within the
gallery set and people that area unit on top of a threshold area
unit declared to be a match. The results reportable for every
experiment during this thesis area unit generated
victimization town block distance metric

wherever p and alphabetic character area unit feature vectors
extracted from 2 pictures that have a feature spatiality of n
Table 1: Focus metric differences between images.
There area unit different ways that of scrutiny
options that might seemingly give higher performance,
cherish employing a trained classifier sort of a Support
Vector Machine (SVM).
VII PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS CONCERNS
A variety of things will cause associate degree
unfocused image. The standard of the image can suffer if the
camera is unsteady once the image is captured, the topic
moves out of the main focus space of the camera, or the topic
is moving quicker than the camera’s shutter speed permits.
A very important side in any biometric recognition
system is strength to variable focus. The experiments during
this chapter value focus within the following manner. The
Fourier energy spectrum is often wont to quantify the extent
of focus of a picture pictures
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Figure 5 : A comparison of unfocused images and their
focus metrics.
From left to right: Un-deteriorated Image (171.46),
one convolution (167.25), five convolutions (161.36), ten
convolutions (156.83).from the FRGC dataset have focus
metrics ranging from 182.96 (in focus) to 141.25 (out of
focus).
VIII RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All of the feature illustration techniques performed
thus poorly at this task that nothing are often determined
supported these results. However, this can be not unexpected;
of all the submissions to the meet minimum performing arts
rule performed slightly worse than the HOG implementation
(5.10% VR at0.1% FAR) bestowed here.

Figure 6 : DET of Experiments testing uncontrolled
illumination.
The median performing artist was around half-hour
VR at zero.1% FAR. The most effective performing arts rule
had a verification rate slightly below eightieth. This rule
performed this well on Experiment four solely, that suggests
it had been significantly tuned to the current drawback.
Sadly, it's a proprietary rule and it's not open for review.
IX CONCLUSION
The work bestowed during this chapter aimed to
deal with 3 goals. The primary goal was to look at common
biometric authentication information and customary facial
feature extraction algorithms as they're enforced in an
exceedingly per ocular primarily based biometric system.
Experiments were conducted with seven completely different
feature representations from 3 different categories of feature
extraction ways. Every of the categories of feature extraction
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ways have a protracted history of use in biometric
authentication systems. Victimization these ways, the
performance of a biometric authentication system and a per
ocular recognition system were compared. Establishing this
baseline performance result allowed for addressing the
second goal, the more exploration of wherever within the face
the foremost discriminative options were found. The
experiments bestowed during this chapter supported previous
analysis on this question that the per ocular region is that the
most discriminative region of the face.
Some samples of discriminative physical options gift
within the per ocular region area unit the form of the algebra,
the form of the fold on top of the algebra, the presence of
wrinkles round the eye, the form of the brow, the thickness of
the brow, the feel of the brow, and also the texture of the
skin.
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